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Welcome to the first issue of the Wake
Forest Review--the new forum at Wake Forest for

inte'Hectual debate. Run totally by students and
independently funded, this journal offers an open
forum to students willing to discuss important
campus-relate d issues in an unbiased manner.
It seems that today many students feel
disillusioned with the limited opportunities they
have to influence the decisions made by the
administration . How much influence does Student
Government really have ? How much can be
covered in the two pages of editorials in the Old
Gold and Black'! Well, the Review gives students
a chance to communicate their sentiments to
faculty, administrators , and fellow students.
If one thinh about the important issues at
Wake Forest today, what comes to mind? Crime.
grade inflation, the Greek system. the academic
atmosphere of Wake Forest, Student Government
Reform ... the list goes on and on. Now. what kind
of influence do the students have in the decisionmaking process involving these issues ? Virtually
none. For example. the raging debate over grade
inflation flared up briefly last semester, and now
is all but forgotten . Presumably, the administration
will issue a new policy on grading sometime near
the end of this year to little fanfare .
The administration has the patent ability
to release decisions in a manner as to provoke as
little student response as; possible. Remember the

computer/tuit ion hike proposal last year'! The
administration 's ,}~tions included textbook public
relations (dare we say propaganda?) techniques.
First, the scare tactic: a year before the computer/
tuition hike proposal, the administrati on
announced that due to budgetary concerns they
might have to increase class size and eliminate
some classes. This tactic served to sofren tlw
impact of the real proposal the next year. St.:cond.
the confusion tactic: the administratio n selfadmittedly did a poor job of educating studcnh
about the proposal. Thus. many students wereafraid to take a stance on an issue they knew
nothing about. Third, the speed tactic: the haste
of the matter forced an emergency meeting or the
Student Legislature. This precluded much. if any.
educated student reaction to the proposal. Fourth.
the apathy tactic: knowing that many students do
not care about issues unrelated to their own little
sphere at Wake Forest. the administration -.ought
student response in a passive manner. Students
who did care were so frustrated that they could
not find an appropriate institution to reach the ears
of the administratio n that they conducted an
impromptu protest on the steps of Wait Chapel.
The whole saga of the computer/tuit ionhike proposal sums up in one paragraph the
problems students have in communicatin g their
concerns to the "power-. that he" at Wake Forest.
Either because of the mentality fostered among
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university officials or because of institutional
reasons, the students have a very limited say in the
decision making process.
Well, this paper is the first step in making
our voice heard. If you write it, the Review will
print it. Do not just sit in your dorm rooms
watching TV while the administration makes
decisions that will affect the future of the institution
we all cherish. Very rarely will you run into T. K.
Hearn at the Pit and be able to tell him what you
really think about race relations at Wake Forest.
So read, distribute, and write for the Review . Do
your best to make sure that students take a large
role in the important decisions to come at Wake
Forest.

CI.ARKE DUMMIT DistricteotntJudge
Family, Community, then Country

• 10 years experience as a trial attorney
• Prosecuted DWis for United States Attorney's Office
• Vanderbilt University/Wake Forest Law School
• Husband and father of two wonderful children.
• Optimist soccer coach and Big Brothers volunteer
• United States Marine Corps

The Editorial Staff

Republicans and Independents -Vote CLARKE DIJMMIT
in the Republican Primary on May 7, 1996
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Editoral
Eyes
• Over Christmas break, a
faculty member's laptop computer
was stolen from an unlocked office.
The computer was valued at o v er
$3000. Who's going to pick up the
tab for the new laptop?
We a re
glad to see that our faculty keep
such close tabs on their valuable,
new technology. Will freshmen be
able to handle the responsibility?
• Maya Angelou, Rey nolds
Professor of American Studie s ,
recently called for a boycott o f
the popular game show, Jeopardy,
because of its discriminat o r y
practices
and
categorie s .
Apparently, the show contin u ed
despite the overwhelming response
to the boycott.
Alex, I' 1 1 take
"Why anglo-saxon, white males are
e vi l " for $ 1 00.
• Almost every student
o rganization was dissatisfied wi th
this year's Student Budgetar y
Advisory Council allocations.
Students at Claremont-McKenna
College are allowed to choose which
student organizations their money

.

wi ll fund . Groups would no longer
need to beg SBAC for monetary
supp o rt.
P~r ha ps this is an ided
wh o ' s t ime has come.
• According to USA Today ,
uni versites across the country arr
seeing the smallest increases in
t uition ever . The newspaper r· it P:·,
g r owing competition for the hiyhe~I
quality students as a rno_iv~tio(
for contro:;.ling
hP eve::--r i :-.., : n~,
COS t S .
GU l l f O rd
C O ! l Pg P r a :·
decided not to raise tuition at
all for the upcoming aceder:,ic 'y'f'dr .
Nex t year , the Class of 2000 wi1.
be facing a $3000 tuitior incrPase .
Ironic , don ' t you think?
• One of the most popular
t e le vi s ion s er i e s o f the Ra r l '/
1980 ' s , h as once again resurfacerl
on TNN (Channel 16 ) after an ab:.encr
o f man y yea r s . The Dukes of Ha?zrird
h a d been owned by Bill Cosby , who
r efused to air the program due to
i t s r a cial con t ent .
The program
has re gained its p opularity because
o f its se ntimentality , not hecausr
i t is racist .

• Results of a recent poll
conducted by the Review ent~tled
"Why was the University Digging
Up the Magnolia Quad?" are in.
Results are as follows: 11% replied
that the University was digging
to China; 16% believed that the
University was digging for oil;
20% believed that the Anthropology
Department was excavating the
remnants of our liberal arts
education; 23% replied that the
University was digging for gold;
and 31% replied that the digging
was due to the fact that the
University had run out of railings
[ Due to rounding, the
to paint.
results may not add to 100~.] ·
• As part of PREPAR' s Rape
Awareness Week, T-shirts serving
as testimonia ls to rape or
attempted rape were displayed in
Two
Benson University Center.
because
removed
be
to
had
shirts
of unproven accusations targeting
specific campus groups--name ly
Sigma Phi Epsilon and the football
In this country, under the
team.
Constitution , people are innocent
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until proven guilty. One can writ P ,
accused rapist or suspected rapist,
but not rapist.
• Rape Awareness Week focus0d
most of its energy on frightening
Women know about rapP,
women.
especially those participating in
PPrhnp,
the week's activities.
PREPAR should focus its energy on
educating men on the consequencP~
of rape. How is a rape tr1aJ lhr1t
demonstrates the difficulty ,)f
proving rape in a court of law
expected to deter future rape:--?
If the goal is to frighten students
shouldn't it hP
about rape,
directed toward the potent1a 1
perpetrators?
Recently, according t0
a Browa~d
Campus magazine,
U,t=
Community College alumni lef
ahl~~t
es
to
million
$4.5
college
a scholarship fund for C students.
After Wake Forest adjusts i1 ::grading policies, those might bP
the only scholarships left tor
which Deacons are eligiblP.
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lHf:f AUTQIMTIC
MCMcf MAQIIN5 AAE
6Raf!_JU5T PUSH 'THE

RIG«f aJ'ITQ6, ANPOOT

rots 1HECASH!

• Residence Life & Housing
was forced to reopen applications
for the Resident Advisor selection
p rocess due to a low number of
applicants .
Next year ,
the
resident halls will not have
Assis t ant Hall Directors , placing
a larger work load on the remaining
staff . Wh ile the Resident Advisors
will be be receiving a slight raise ,
their salary will pale in
comparison to the salary of the
new upperclass computer support
staff that will be living in the
freshmen buildings .
Apparently ,
technology is more important than
community .
• The University of Virginia
decision to deny funding to Wide
Awake / a conservative Christian
magazine , was overturned by the
United States Supreme Court in
Rosenburger v . Rector and Visitors
of Virginia , et al .
That same

decision prompted UNC - rhapel Hili
to reverse its policy on fundinn
for the Carolina RPviPw . foorl For
thought .
•
After
months
o1
construction between Benson anrJ
Davis , the Un iv er s i t y f i n a. 11 y Ii a ,·
it United states f 1 a g .
.l\ 1 t. r: 0111 t
it is a welcome adrl1tion , onr
problem remains . The flag is lef1
up all day and night ; no one l0wPr~
the flag at night . However , thPr~
is no light illuminating the f!a0
at night . While the Supn~me Co11rt
has ruled that it is ConstitutionaJ
to burn the flag as an act of frPP
speech , it is still disrespertful
to fly the flag at night without
illumination .
•
The Wake Forest Review
staff supports the PavP thP Quari
movement .
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Is

It

Really

Grade

Inflation ?

hy Jenn(fer Loughrey

Grade inflation has been a topic of
discussion for almost a year at Wake Forest.
Departmental memos emphasizing the importance
of curbing grade inflation have been at the center
of the controversy. Many departments held
meetings early last semester to discuss the
implications of grade inflation . While the average
grade point averages are on the rise, is it really
due to grade inflation? The caliber of the Wake
Forest student continues to improve, leading one
to believe that these well qualified students will
continue to receive good grades at Wake.
Competition is fierce in the college application
process. Each new entering class at Wake Forest
is more competitive than the previous. However,
the administration does not attribute the higher
academic performance to the students. Instead,
the finger is pointed at the faculty, accusing our
professors of grade inflation.
The administration has many options to
curb this grade inflation problem that is plaguing
our campus. Why are students that receive D's
and F's allowed to retake the class to replace the
bad grade? Wake Forest provides extensive
tutoring resources, writing assistance, and most
professors are readily accessible to their students.
Everyone can not excel in every subject, and if
one truly does their best, they should accept the
grade. However, when taking a class for a second
time. students are usually able to improve their
grade. and therefore erase the undesirable grade
from their record. Why not allow any student to
retake a class if they are unsatisfied with any grade?
If at first you don't succeed, try, try again. I would
prefer to focus my energy on learning and
understanding the material taught by my
professors. However, in this era of grade inflation,
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students must focus on guessing what information
will be emphasized on the next test.
While much attention and energy hw, hccn
focused on the supposed grade inflation, little
attention is focused on improving the education
we are currently receiving. More emphasis should
be placed on the quality of professors and content
of courses, rather than attempting lo limit the
number of A's and B's that are given. Every student
at Wake Forest is capable of superior work.
evidenced by their mere presence at our University.
Several universities are beginning lo realize that
grades are not the most crucial element of higher
education. A few schools have even done awav
with grades altogether. I am not advm.:ating the
abolition of grades, but I hope that more empha:--is
will be placed on the understanding and tem:hing
of concepts and theories.
Instead of giving fewer A':-- and R\.
professors should be allowed to give plusses and
minuses to recognize a difference between an XI
and an 89. Weighing these differences would allay
the grade inflation controversy. One of the main
concerns behind grade inflation is the neccssily 10
recognize superior work. AB+ would make the
necessary distinction. Also, one would think 1ha1
the University would be proud that its student:-- arc
talented and dedicated enough to ohtain :--uperior
grades with a work load a:-- suhstantial a:-- Wake\
is. These superior grades would confirm the
quality of the academic atmosphere al Wake Forc-.t.
and the talent of the gracluales it produce-..
Graduate school admi:--sion office:-- would
recognize that there is a difference hetwccn a
student that received a B+ and a B-, instead of
seeing a huge gap between a B- and a C +.
Unfortunately, the administration docs not agree.

Many ,students at Wake Forest are simply ·
here to improve their job marketability. The Wake
Forest name carries substantial weight in the South,
but still does not have the national recognition that
the University is constantly striving for. I learned
about Wake Forest over four years ago when I was
searching for potential schools, as many do in their
junior year of high school. The day I received my
letter of acceptance, I decided that I would be
spending my next four years in Winston-Salem.
When my high school classmates began to ask
what university I would he attending in the fall,
my proud reply was "Wake Forest University." The
usual response to this statement was "Lake Forest?
That's in Illinois, right?" I quickly learned to
change my response to "Wake Forest--It's in North
Carolina." People are now beginning to recognize
the name Wake Forest, but usually the recognition
is followed by, "Hey, they have a great basketball
team." While some graduate schools and
employers are learning the value of a degree from
Wake, many still do not recognize the difficulty of
the academics here. The fact still remains that in
the job market, a 3.0 from Wake Forest does not
carry the same respect as a 3.0 from Harvard or
Duke.

No~

I agree that many problems arc troubling
Wake Forest, and we must do our hes! to try to
rectify these problems. However. I do not agrer
that grade inflation is one or the more prcssi n~
problems currently affecting our campus. Instead
of attempting to make already difficult courses
more difficult, other rating systems should he
employed. The most promising change could he
the acknowledgment of an A- or a B+. This would
give employers and graduate admissions offices
the added distinction between candidates. /\linost
every one at Wake Forest works hard ror ever~
grade, and the administration should recognize this.
Is giving an A really that terrible'!

Loughrey, o junior fro111 St. /,011is.
Missouri, is o do11/Jle major in politics ond
psycho/rJgy.

Town Hall is the easy-to-use, 24 hour interactive meeting place where )Ouvia can
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cortespond, debate and exchange information with fellow conservatives
desktop computer. Town llall affords you instant access to prominent conservative
grnups and magazines:
Citi,.ens Against Government Waste
Intercollegiate Studies Institute
Leadership Institute
Eagle Forum
Family Research Council
Free Congress' National Empowcm1ent Telc,ision
Media Research Center
Pennsylvania Leadership Council
Texas Public Policy Foundation
State Policy Network
And mon:: ...
Keep abreast of important legislative developments, the latest efforts to mobilize conservatives
and the status of your favorite issues.Conference
with your favorite journalist or cons~rvative leader.
Or scan the thousands of puhlications. newsletters
and policy papers from hundreds of scholars and
organi1ations.
And Town Hall has been made easy for the least
computer literate person. Town Hall brings you instant
communication and infonnation about people, groups and events that are changing
the political landscape.

Call 1-B00-441-4142 for more information.or take en on-line tour.
Just dial 1-301-262-8610 ia modem. Hit return twice at the CONNECT signal.
See you on Town Hall.
A P,oj,d af NATIONAi. REVIEW .,,4 THE HERITAGE 101/NVATION
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At Last
There is
One Source

There Goes
Oops, 11."yth About
Another 1n
l\'1. ddle Class
Tax~

How can you get all of the
nation's top conservative
columnists and your favorite
cartoonists every week?
You could buy over a dozen
metro newspapers, or
subscribe to the publication
that has them all - the
Conservanve Chronicle.

U ilfw111 \afire

If you want to know what all the nation's finest
conservative minds are saying about the Middle East crisis, terrorism, the Supreme
Court, defense spending, obscenity issues, educational refonn and individual rights
... now there is~ convenient source - the Conservative Chronicle!
Every week, read the distinguished columnists shown plus Oliver North, Mona
Charen, Thomas Sowell, Paul Harvey, Edward Grimsley, William Rusher, Suzanne
Fields, Evans & Novak, Andy Seamans,Walter Williams, Charley Reese - more
than 28 nationally-respected columnists and 26 cartoonists with conservative appeal.

And

it's all in an easy-to-handle fonnat! You'll also enjoy the wit and humor
of the Conservative Chronicle's featured cartoonists, including JeffMcNelly, Dick
Wright, Steve Kelly, Mike Shelton, Jerry Barnett, Bill DeOre and Henry Payne.
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All 52 issues, are yours for only $39.00! Cancel at any time - for any reason and get a full refund on unmailed copies. Get the complete story. Don't miss this
great line-up of conservative thinkers. Call toll-free 1-800-888-3039 or mail our
coupon and take advantage of this exceptional value!
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Wake Forest Uniuersit y,
Crime City U. S. R.

Most members of the Wake Forest
community believe that our campus is virtually
immune to the social problems of the surrounding
areas. In fact, some faculty and students argue
that Wake Forest does not have nearly enough
interaction with the neighboring communities.
However, when it comes to crime, Wake Forest
certainly has no lack of involvement. As the past
few years have shown, crime committed by
outsiders is rampant on our campus.
One cannot overlook the evidence of our
geometrically increasing crime problem. Five
students held up at gun-point; two girls abducted
and taken to an off-campus ATM; cars broken into:
the list goes on. One does not need mindless
statistics to realize that something must be done
about crime at Wake Forest. Every week, the
Police Beat reveals all a student needs to know
about the problem. Three years ago, it was a rarity
to see a car that had been looted. Now, it seems
that every week at least five or six cars lose CD
players, cellular phones, radios, and other valuable
items. Despite the key card system, rooms still
get pillaged (especially those without key cards).
What do we have to do? Must we wait until
someone gets seriously injured in an armed robbery
until we institute stronger policies?
There is absolutely no reason to ignore the
problem. Some students falsely compare our crime
to the crime at other colleges, like N. C. State. and
thus trivialize the problem. Such students
incorrectly argue that since crime at Wake is not
nearly as bad as crime at State, we do not need to
worry. According to that same line of thinking,
the U.S. does not need to worry about AIDS since
our epidemic is not nearly as bad as that of most
African countries. Such false analogies simply

,,

h\· Geoffrey Michael

distract us from the real debate.
Some students have also advanced tlw
argument that allowing any and all people onto
our campus improves the academic atmosphere.
Those people usually bring the debate onlo ;1
philosophical plane, speaking t1bout the rree
exchange of ideas. However, our crime prohlcrn
is not a philosophical problem. It is a real problem
and needs real answers. How can the free exchange
of ideas occur on campus if students arc afraid to
walk to a friends' dorm after dark? Certainly. the
fear caused by the crime does more to harm our
intellectual freedom than the loss of any valuable
academic information that one can gain hy lall-;in~
to a criminal.
So, what can Wake Forest do·.> It doesn 't
take a criminologist to figure out thal better lighting
deters crime. However, increased lightin!.! will
only give thieves more light to work with unlcs~
the administration takes harsher measures.
Hopefully, the school will not take the easy \vay
out by simply installing more lights and emergency
phones.
Wake Forest simply does not use its current
police force properly. The police tout the fact thaf
they are members of the Winston-Salem Policl'
Department. If our police have such cxtcn~iw
training, then why do they waste their valuable
talents on parking tickets and alcohol violations·.•
The University could easily hire several workers
(at less cost) to give parking tickets, and divert
those officers currently giving tickets to patrolling
campus.
:
Perhaps, we need even more police. It may
he the most obvious answer--cornmon scns.e
dictates that a few more officers walking around
campus at night would deter crime. New officers
l,,...

.... _.

II

could target key areas of crime. Everyone knows otherwise still live:-- in the "it-can-ncvcr- happcnthat thieves head directly for cars parked in the to-me" fantasy world. Placing the blame on
three large student parking lots. Also, it is common students for not walking in groups, for leaving
knowledge that Kitchin is the only dorm without items in their cars, etc . will not work. The crime
locking suite doors. So why not target those areas? is not the victim's fault. What about next year.
For geographical reasons, our campus does when over a thousand IBM thinkpads will flood
offer a unique opportunity to law enforcers: the the campus ? A faculty member has already lost
opportunity to at least keep track of non-Wake his $3,000 machine due to crime; one would think
Forest personnel entering the campus. With only that next year's campus will he a thief's paradise.
Whatever Wake Forest does about crime.
three main entrances to campus, we could easily
and cheaply construct gates. Gates would not mean it should be done '-00n. before someone loses more
restricted access to campus. However, guests to that property in a robbery. Our new security
campus could be issued a visitor's pass and register measures need to reflect the fact that our campus
at the gates,just showing identification. For Wake is in the suburbs of a major metropolitan area (over
students, it would be as simple as flashing your one million people live in the Triad) . Some ideas
meal card to the guard when leaving the library. include better lighting, more police officers. new
Without a doubt, gates would drastically- reduce crime prevention tactics, and gates. The
crime on campus. The very presence of gates . administration cannot afford to sit hack and do
would let thieves know that Wake Forest is serious nothing. Nor can it afford to study the problem
for months. The administration must do something
about crime-prevent ion.
The fact remains that Wake Forest must do now.
something to control crime. Anyone who argues

Mich(le/ is (I junior politics 11wjorfiw11
Philadelphi(/ , Pe1111sy/vania.

You heard it here. First.
The Capitalist's Companion told its readerS
back in 1991 that IBM (then $105 per share) had
become an industrial dinosaur. In the days

when George Bush was the toast of the Western
World, the Companion was explaining why he
would have re-election troubles. And as
the health care stocks hit all-time highs in

January of 1992, we were noting why the
stocks would soon fall.
We were right on all counts, even though
the consensus said at the time that we were
nuts.
We weren't nuts. We were thoughtfully
ahead of the crowd, and we made our
readers money in the process.
That's our job. We give you political and
financial insights that you won't get from the
wirehouses or from the financial weeklies. And
we'll give them to you in time for you to act.
So give us a try. Dial the number below (or

clip the coupon) for a cancel-anytime trial subscription. If you do, you'll be getting unconventional investment thinking that will keep you a
step ahead of the market. And you'll get it when
it will do you the most good: early.

1-800-966-6567
24 hours a day; 7 days a week

1 ( ) I'd like a 5-issue trial for $24.

I ( ) I'd like a year (17 issues) for $150.
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( ) Payment enclosed.
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The Crime Epidemic:
Student's Opinion

According to the campus police formula
for crime prevention, one should always stay in
well lit areas and always travel in groups. And if
these surefire methods for staying out of trouble
should fail, one can always head for one of the
innumerable and well-marked security phones.
However, this academic year has seen two
"Campus Crime Alerts " that seem to defy this
conventional wisdom. Last year, two female
students realized late Sunday night that their cars
were in the sacred faculty lot outside of Luter. As
they went to move their vehicles to avoid the $20
ticket (which is a whole other essay in and of itself),
they were mugged and temporarily kidnapped.
Then earlier this semester, a group of
fraternity brothers returning from a night out on
the town were assaulted by a group of men who
had followed them back to campus .
There are some glaring problems in the
aforementioned passages. Both of the attacks were
against more than one person, not individuals. As
for the well lit areas variable, students obviously
have no control over either the placement of
streetlights or the location of parking lots. And
emergency phones ... well, if you are a law student
you might actually see one. Otherwise. don't hold
your breath.
So what has the response been to the
outbreak of violence? To my knowledge, it has
only served to facilitate discussion of gates on
campu s entrances. I have seen and heard nothing.
Admittedly. I might not be aware of actions
heretofore taken, but staff-student communication
(or lack thereof) is also beyond the scope of this

A Concerned

article.
So, what are we the students lo do '.' With
an unresponsive administration and a puppel
Student Government, vigilantism seems the most
attractive option . Now, with the lot outside or X
closed because of churchgoers (Goel knows the)
spend $20,000 a year to go here) and the li~hh oul
in the largest parking lot, another disaster scrnh
all too possible. Hopefully, the "powers-that-he"
will open their eyes to the i.;ituation. and with
student input, move towards a solution.

-A concerned Woke Forest
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Giue It Back to the Worker s:
Restru cturing Social Securit y
hv Jaok Ronnik
For centuries, workers have often thought
,
and worried about what source of income will
provide for them after they are no longer able to
continue working. Traditionally, it was expected
tl")at the younger generations were to care for their
elders once they reached the age of retirement. It
is hazardous for me to use the word "traditionally,"
for in fact that is what is happening today. Actually,
it has always been that way, with the exception of
a few decades of the mid-twentieth century when
workers were funding their own retirements.
Before we had Social Security, it was the
responsibility of families and individuals to design
their own retirement plans, and now, sixty years
after the Social Security system was created, that
is what we are faced with again. The United States
Social Security System has passed through the
stage of maturity and is now in decline. For the
sake of the 90% of the American population that
contributes to the Social Security Trust Fund, it's
best that we let it fade away. It has become a
monster of big government, and a source of backhanded funding for a poorly managed government
fiscal policy. Apparently, unbeknownst to the
government, what separates the money in the
Social Security Trust Fund from other government
cash accounts is that Social Security funds do not
belong to the government, they belong to the
workers. Therefore, why does government have
control of this money, and even more importantly.
why do they have unlimited access to it?
The Social Security Act, passed m, part of
the New Deal, had an entirely different purpose
than it currently does. When the Trust Fund was
created in 1935, it was intended to be actuarially
~ound and advanced funded. It was supposed to
be a safe, risk-free fund that workers and employers
contributed a percentage of their wages to, and that
would later be returned to them in the form of
14

retirement benefits. Just as important. it was meant
to be a modest supplement for retirement income.
It was not until the Congress in the 1950\ forgot
what the concept of supplemental income meant
and determined that Social Security benefits did
not provide for a decent standard of living. They
increased benefits, adjusted them for inflation and
augmented that with an annual cost of living
adjustment (an additional increase in benefits paid).
The one thing that they forgot to do was to raise
taxes to fund this increase. Social Security. which
was already becoming a pay-as-you-go ., ystcm
(where current workers taxes arc immediately paid
out to retirees) lost its "actuarial soundness" when
Congress failed to balance the equation .
In the 40 years since. the Social Security
system has never gotten back on track. It could
have been restored to its original function,.
modified so that cash flow in and out of the Trust
Fund matched up, or replaced it with a new and
better system. The issue is that nothing has been
done about it, and that is not good enough.
The current system, as mentioned. is a payAt present there arc
as-you-go system.
approximately 3.2 workers contributing to Social
Security per I retiree receiving henefits. As the
years move on. this number will decrease to about
2 workers for every beneficiary in the year 202:').
This comes as a result of the high fertility rate:-. or
the haby hoom during the fifties of 3.45 children
per couple. and a low present rate of I _t)2 .
According to these statistics, the Social Security
Trust fund will be exhausted sometime between
the years 2020 and 2035 depending on variable:-.
such as inflation, cost of living adjustments. Social
Security reforms and so on. However. the year
that most experts seem to orhit around is 2(»0.
Not surprisingly. that is shortly after the last or
the baby hoomers will have retired. On lop ol

these crippling estimates, the average life
expectancy at birth continues to rise. What we are
forced to look at is a scenario where there will he
more beneficiaries living longer, and fewer
taxpayers to fund the requisite Social Security
needs.
It would not be fair to fail to mention that
there is a Social Security Reserve Fund, hut it may
be better for us to pretend as if it really doesn't
exist due to the lack of actual funds in the fund.
The bulk of this reserve fund consists of Treasury
1.O.U's issued by the government as it borrowed
the money to help fund deficit spending. So in
essence,-the fund is one big account receivable that
at the present, could only support benefits for a
short period of time if contributions were to cease.
The intention has always been for the government
to pay back what has been borrowed, but the only
way to do so is by issuing more public debt
(Government Treasury_Bonds), raising taxes and/
or cutting out some other form of government
spending. The main problem with this is that
recently we have seen the difficulty of raising taxes
and cutting spending. and it may not be advisable
for the government to issue more debt than
ordinarily necessary in light of future implications.
As a result, is it really feasible to hel ieve that the
necessary money will undoubtedly be made
available when it is needed? We can hope, but we
need to be realistic.
·
Without a doubt, we need to make change"
to the current system. The current Administration
has been wrestling with alternatives in an attempt
to revamp the Social Security system and has
thought about adding eligibility requirements
(based on post retirement income other than Social
Security), raising taxes, cutting benefits, and even
raising the retirement age. Unfortunately. there
are no substantial government measures being
taken to make the proper decision. The only
alternative that makes sense is to privatize Social
Security.
Currently, the American taxpayer 1s
contributing to the Social Security Trust Fund 111

th form of a FICA lax (Federal Insurance
Contributions Act). For the employed, this tax
amounh to a little over 7.6<'/r> of their annual salan
taxed only on the first $48.000 of income.
Medicare absorbs I .45% of this tax while the
remaining 6.2% goes into the Social Security fund.
Employers arc required to match this contribution
resulting in a final contribution of about I Y¼ per
annum in FICA tax. If you have the good fortune
of being self employed, then your personal
contribution under FICA would come in around
15% to make up for not having a separall'
employer·.., contribution. These contributions
entitle you to old age benefits upon retirement.
survivors benefits. disability and hospital
insurance. The final breakdown of the FICA tax
shows that, between employer and employee. the
total contributions to Social Security and Medicare
are around 12.4% and 2.9% respectively.
A major trend has been shown amon~
sources of retirement income that funding i" in
general becoming more and more stressed. Social
Security is inherently flawed because it is not
sen ing its purpose. joh pensions arc hcin~
restructured to the possible detriment of workers.
levels of savings and investments arc down in the
L:nited States and families arc no longer as able to
take care of their retired parents as they once were.
In the past 5 year. . , over 43,000 companies haw
dis..,olved their deferred benefit plans (pensions
primarily funded by the employer) in favor ol"-+0 I k
plans. These are plans that depend on I hL·
employee'" personal contributions that the
employer will match. up to 6% of the yearly salary.
hut U'-,Ually not that much. The catch is that if the
employee docs not take the initiati\'C and
responsibility to contribute personally. the
employer will not contribute either. In response
to IRA's and other independent accounts (saving-.
and investment). the current United Stales Savings
Rate is the lowest in the industrial world. In 1980
the Net, ational Savings was 7.Yk. now ii is below
Jo/c-. Personal savings are equally as low. down
from 8o/c- in 1980. This proves that more and more.
15

people will find it difficult to care for themselves
after retirement. In general, Americans need to
play more active and responsible roles in planning
fo,r their retirement. Social Security is no longer
capable of planning for America's retirement, it is
time it becomes the task of the private market.
Private pension retirement plans offer
many advantages over the current Social Security
system, and also, potential shortcomings if not
structured properly. Under a private pension
system, all personal and employer contributions
would legally be owned by the employee. The
pension would be advanced funded and financially
sound. The pension holder would not need to
worry about having the government cut their
benefits because the government wouldn't have
control over the funds except for taxing rights. In
addition, it would not be supplemental because in
almost all cases, it would be fully capable of
offering an annual income well above the
minimum standard of living. The minimum
standard of living is all that Social Security
provides.
The model that I believe should be
implemented in the United States is a model almost
identical to Chile's pension system. It is fully
privatized with minimal government supervision
and administration, and it replaced a system much
like our current Social Security system. Chile's
,ystem has been extremely successful over its
lifetime of 14 years. The average annual rate of
return on each employee's retirement portfolio is
about 13%.
In the year that Chile changed its pension
system from a state operated to a private plan,
1981, they were facing the same problems that the
United States is facing today. The system was a
failing pay-as-you-go headed towards the large
future deficits that we are being forced to look at
today in the United States. When they switched
over, it was not without political turmoil. Just as
we have strong interests groups such as the AARP
(American Association of Retired Persons) here
in the United States that hold high stakes in any
16
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reform action, Chile too, faced a similar situation.
They had to stage a battle against labor unions who
had a strong disposition to have things their way.
Fortunately. the labor unions were not victorious
and the reform went ahead as prescribed by the
government.
The first step was for Chile to establish the
AFP's, Administradoras de fondos de pensiones
(administrators of pension funds). The AFP's are
private pension fund managers that an individual
selects on their own and is allowed to change up
to four times a year. There are approximately 20
of these separate AFP's that actually compete with
each other. Contributions to the AFP's are required
by the Chilean government to be 10% (withheld
by the employer) of an individuals yearly salary
and allows for an additional voluntary contribution
up to 20% of that person's salary, all from pre-tax
earnings. If so desired, additional contributions
are allowed, but not from pre-tax earnings. On
top of this, an additional 3 to 3.5% fee is assessed
to each contributor in order to cover for disability
and survivor insurance. administrative, and sales
expenses of the AFP. With respect to disability
and survivors insurance, the AFP's are required to
purchase policies on behalf of the individuals from
private insurance companies.
When the new program began, the Chilean
government required all new entrants to make
contributions to the AFP's and gave the option to
everyone covered by the old system to switch over
to the new system. 90% of the workers did switch
over to the new system and as a result. received
deposits of government "recognition bonds" into
their individual AFP that would be redeemable at
retirement. The I0% that remained would concinue
to receive benefits as prescribed by the old system.
For those that switched over to the private system,
the government guaranteed a minimum pension if
the AFP did not meet the minimum required level.
Upon retirement, the individual is given two
options. They can either transfer all of their
accumulated money over to an insurance company
and receive a lifetime annuity (an equal amount

of yearly benefits over the remainder of their
lifetime) or make scheduled withdrawals direct I~
from the AFP. Approximately two-thmb of
Chileans choose the life annuity option.
Since its inception, individuals have earned
high rates of real interest on their pension funds at
an average of 13% per year (through 1990). So111L"
individuals' AFP's have done exceptionally well
giving them the opportunity to rel ire early. By 1hc
year 1992, ( 11 years after it began) the pcm.ion
funds had grown to $12.4 hi Ilion which in that year
was nearly 40% of Chile's Gross Donll'slic
Product. Just as impressive, the savings rate has
been boosted to 26% of GDP and Chile's ecrnw111v
had grown at an average of 5.4~ per year hel ween
1984 and 1992. The hopes for the new system
were that the country's capital market would
deepen, that economic growth would he stimulated
and in turn, create a larger tax base. The augmented
tax revenues along with an increase in general
revenues. resulting from the privatization or ,talc
companies, would continue to fund currenl
obligations under the old system. It would alsP
allow the government to redeem the recognition
honds awarded to those that transferred to the nc\\'
system. All current measures affirm that this is
indeed happening . As far as the old state system
is concerned, it will dissolve on its own once the
last of the current retirees pass on.
The reasons that the United Stales should
adopt such a plan as the Chilean pension sy,tcm is
more than one-dimensional. The foremost rca•mn
is obviously the imminent failure or the present
system and the relative unattractiveness of the
possible reforms to it; which include raising taxes.
cutting benefits and changing e I igihi Iity
requirements. There are also significant econo111ic
implications. The increased investment resulting
from the purchase of private pension plans will
provide a boost to the economy and a cont inuou,
stream of capital into the private markets every
year. It will also increase the current savings rate.
hopefully up to a level at least equal to the average
for industrialized nations. if not higher. A higher
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level of savings will help the nation to more easily
withstand any economic doldrums or recessions
that may occur in the future. This higher level of
savings would also allow the nation to become a
stronger player in the internationa l economy.
Another advantage is that our contribution s
will be "working" for us; earning returns. When
we contribute to Social Security, the money does
not earn interest or gain in value as do securities
and bank deposits. If we are able to invest in our
own portfolio, in the end we will receive our
principal plus the accrued interest and dividends
and the appreciated value of our securities. For
example, if each individual were to have $3,000
deposited yearly into their portfolio (between
employer and employee contributio ns), after 30
years with an average yearly return of 10% (a
conservativ e estimate) they will have accrued a
little over $493,000. If the yearly return were 13%
(equal to the Chilean returns) then at the end of
thirty years they would have accrued almost
$880.000. To achieve this, assume that you
contribute 5% of your salary into your portfolio
and your employer matches that 5%. It would only
require a yearly salary around $30,000 to
accumulate at least $500,000 by the time you
would retire 30 years later. We can further assume
that if you begin to make these $3,000 deposits at
the age of 25 and retire at the age of 65 (a period
of 40 years) you would have between$ I ,327,000
and $3,041,000 if the returns were 10% and 13%
respectively . That may sound unbelievab le, but it
is the magic of compoundi ng that makes private
retirement plans appealing.
The easiest way for the governmen t to go
about privatizing the Social Security system would
be to require a type of 401k plan. These plans
currently work through combined employee and
employer contributio ns. For these to work as
replacemen ts to the Social Security system, several
things will need to be controlled. First of all, the
contributio ns should be made mandatory, and only
from pre-tax earnings. The governmen t should
require that a fixed percentage of the employee's
18

salary be contribute d between employer and
employee to the individual's 40 I k. The next aspect
of the modified plan is that the investment of funds
should not be at the discretion of the employer.
but of the employee. The portfolio will belong to
the employee and move from one joh to another
with that individual. Therefore, the portfolim
should contain the investment s of their choice. In
order to control for the safety or the portfolios and
to assist those who have no idea where to invc,t
their money, the governmen t must set up a system
of certifying the investment s. The ,ys1e111 should
preferably be based on securities rating services
already in operation. It is not necessary for the
governmen t to create their own rating system since
the market already has several, but rather it would
need to create an approval process based on the
ratings given and other relevant data. It wou Id
not require any more than a small administrat ive
office to compile, organize and publish this cla1t1.
The plan that should be put into action in
the United States is almost identical to the one in
Chile, with a few modificati ons that adclreo.;s
particular concerns in the United States. To hcg1n
with, all new entrants to Social Security would
automatical ly fall under the new privatized system.
Anybody under the old system that would want lo
switch over to the privatized plan would he able
to do so with no penalty and would receive ;1
special issue of United States Treasury Bond,
redeemabl e at retirement. As a result of the
privatizatio n, benefits will be greater than they arc
under the current Social Security system.
However, it would not be until 30 to 40 years after
the system were privatized that we would ,cc
retirement benefits reach their maximum. Evcntwd
return!-. under the Chilean system are projected lo
be 70% of final salary . and there is no rea,on why
that couldn't be reached in the United State, a,
well.

Contributio ns to the system would he made
through private investment firms into governmen t
approved pension (mutual) funds. The standards
for approval would be established and updated

when necessary by a government administrative
office (which would need to be created) in
conjunction with private securities rating services.
This office would have zero control over funds
and would serve as a regulatory agency that would
make sure that funds are being directed towards
certified mutual funds. If a fund were ever to lose
its positive rating, the government would declare
that it could no longer receive pension funds.
However, if fund managers are competing against
a wide array of other approved mutual funds, it is
highly unlikely that they would allow their fund
to fall below the minimum approval level knowing
that it would result in the subsequent loss of any
additional contributions. The only reason for
giving the government this control stems not from
inefficiencies in the market, but as a result of the
government having to guarantee benefits to
individuals in the event that their pension does not
satisfy the minimum standard of living. Given this
responsibility, the government should be given the
opportunity to not certify funds that do not provide
adequate security.
Annual contributions to the retirement
funds will have to be mandated by government at
a given level that includes both employee and
employer contributions. If they mandate that 12%
be contributed annually, there will be no added cost
for the system given that currently that is what we
pay for Social Security (6% individual and 6%
employer). The remaining 3% of FICA taxes goes
to Medicare (for the time being we will continue
those contributions). Given those numbers, the
contribution to the private pension plan should be
I 0% per annum equally contributed by employer
and employee (5% each) with a ceiling of $50,000.
Therefore. the required annual contribution would
never exceed $5,000 (10% of $50,000)The
remaining 2% would go towards disability and
survivor insurance and to the current Social
Security system. This would help to fund the
benefits under the old system to the tune of l %
each. Although 1% to the current system may
sound minuscule, with the broader tax base
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created by the additional billions of dollars flowing
into the private market each year and the United
States government finding a way to make good on
their 1.0.U.'s in the Social Security Reserve Fund,
the transition should be possible.
A final control that the government wilJ
have to exercise concerns the withdrawal of
benefits after retirement. It will have to be
specified that upon retirement, the retiree's will
have to purchase an insurance annuity that will
pay them a fixed amount of money every year
until they die. However. this does not mean that
the individuals lose all access to their accrued
money. Instead, the government must determine
a minimum yearly payment that retirees are
required to receive under the annuity (e.g.
minimum standard of living). and anything
above that can be immediately withdrawn. For
example, if an individual needs to have
$200,000 in their annuity at retirement in order
10 receive the minimum required yearly return.
they will be allowed to do whatever they please
with the remaining funds in their portfolio after
purchasing the insurance annuity. Hopefully.
they would be motivated to put away more than
the minimum required, but that is not the
concern of the government. Conversely, if they
lack the funds to achieve the minimum standard
of living. then the government will subsidize the
individual's yearly benefits.
Basically this is a general model that the
United States could follow in their efforts to
privatize Social Security. Apparently. it seems that
we may already be inching toward privatization
of Social Security. As reported on February 20.
1996. advisers to President Clinton on his Social
Secunty policy indicated that they may suggest
partial privatization of the system. I! is obvious
that an abrupt changeover as suggested in this
article may cause shortages in the present Social
Security fund in the short run. As such, the greatest
concern would then he how to provide benefits
for those that would still he covered under the old
system. However. many of the current taxpayers
20

would be absorbed into the new sy:-.tem. Chile
responded to this problem by giving redemption
bonds to those that transferred out oft he old system
(so that no immediate cost was absorbed by the
Social Security fund) and then relied on the broader
tax base to continue the benefits oftho:-.e still under
the state system. They also relied on the proceeds
generated by privatizing various state control led
industries, which would most likely not happen in
the United States. In light of that, it would prohahly
he necessary for the United States to continue c1
minimal tax with contributions going to the old
system until the last of the beneficiaries have
passed away. Also. the government could lool-- to
the Reserve Fund to pay benefits until more t:1x
revenues were generated hy the new :-.ystcm . Ir
the Reserve Fund does not have enough on deposit
to last through this transition period. it will require
the government to make good on its 1.0.LJ. \ in
the near future. Regardless or how we view the
situation, someone. somewhere along the way. i"
going to have to absorb excess costs in the short
run in order to improve the long term prospects
for everyone. It will ultimately end up in added
taxation either going directly to the Social Security
Trust Fund or to general revenue:-. allowing the
government to pay hack what it owes to Social
Security. WARNING: the longer we wait. the more
it will cost us both now and later.
In closing. the advantage or privati1ing
Social Security is not solely seen in the higger
benefits we will receive following retirement. J\
private system is safer and provides hcttcr long
term security. There is unanimous consensus that
the Social Security system is no longer secure and
is in imminent decline. Private markets can offer
us the long term security that is required . As a
matter of fact, most experts concur that a failure
in the private market is not a significant concern
for private pensions. State failures should at least
he .is much of a concern. In addition to this. the
increase in investment will boost the United State"
economy. We will have greater resources lo better
compete in the global economy"" well as :-.avint!"

and resources to better survive through recessions
and economic doldrums. With a new system, we
will be able to provide pensions to our elders at no
cost to the government and as a result, no cost to
the working generations. Through the savings and
investments of each individual, we will make our
country stronger than it is today. All of this will
result from just one change -- the privatization of
Social Security, or better stated, the dissolution of
the current Social Security system. The main
question now is not the price that we will pay to
get out of Social Securit.y, hut the price that we
will pay if we don't.
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Eueryone has opinions, so come hear
ours on Monday, March 25 at 9:00
·p .m.
The meeting will be held in the 2nd
floor lounge of Carswell.

